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My own credentials: 

• Professor 

(literature) 2001- 

 

• Director of UUL 

2012- 



Uppsala University (2015) 

• 9 faculties 

• 6,949 employees – (5,907 FTE) 

• 41,470 reg. students – (24,623 FTE) 

• 2,437 doctoral students 

• 566 professors (FTE)  

• 5,159 peer-reviewed journal articles 

• 54 % external funding  

• Turnover: SEK 6,5 bn 

 



“To do” for a modern university 

library 

• curate collections (digital and physical) 

 

• interact with research and higher 

education 

 

• publish 

 

• create places for people and collections  



“To do” for a modern university 

library 

• curate collections (digital and physical) 

 OA repositories, access to other OA etc. 

• interact with research and higher 

education 

 Support, advocacy etc. 

• publish 

 OA publication, graphic production etc. 

• create places for people and collections  



OA policy at UU? 

 

Uppsala University still hasn’t an OA 

policy, but it has an advanced “system for 

Open Access”.  



Why no OA policy?  

 

To be frank: it has been discussed now 

and then, but it still hasn’t reached the right 

level of urgency.  

 

Attempt 2013 

New attempt 2015-16 



Prof I: (Medicine) 

“If an OA policy hampers our chances to 

be published in high-impact journals we 

are sceptic.” 



Prof II: (Arts and humanities) 

“Seems fine… But we have so many and 

varying traditions of publication… 

Monographs…. Legal problems with 

pictures if books from the Department of 

Art History are published online… What to 

do with scholarly biographies of broad 

public interest?” 



Prof III: (Physics) 

“This seems to be a problem of the past. In 

my world we work with pre-prints in open 

repositories. The actual publication is only 

a matter of archiving. The paper’s scientific 

life is basically before the actual 

publication.” 



What about the proposed OA 

policy? 

• The usual watered-down general 

recommendations… 



But basically sound and fine… 



What about our “OA system”?  

• DiVA – publication data, OA 

repository 

• UU spearheading a consortium 

of 40 universities, university 

colleges, institutes and 

government agencies 

• Cost-efficient central desk: 

SEK 5,3 million 

• 46 million full-text downloads 

from DiVA 2015 

 



www.diva-portal.org 



www.diva-portal.org 

Lars Burman. “Sju oroande perspektiv. 

Biblioteksutvecklingen vid universitet och 

högskolor”, 2014 



Important lessons: 

• A system like DiVA is heavily 

interconnected with other systems within 

and without the university and locally 

used in varying ways. 

• The local publication databases and OA 

repositories are strategic tools at a local 

university – and strategies vary from 

place to place.  



Evaluation, statistics, 

annual reviews 

Open Access 

 How publications are distributed 

List of publications/CV 

SwePub  

LIBRIS 

essays.se, 

dissertation.se 

BASE/ 

OpenAIRE 

   Google Scholar etc. Long term preservation, 

 persistent links 

Digital archiving 

Legal deposit (NL) 

Link to webshop 

E-posting of 

doctoral thesis 

How DiVA can be used  

Discovery 

systems  

Data set 



My belief: 

The power over strategic  

systems for scholarly 

publishing must stay at the 

universities. 



More about the UU “OA system” 

• DiVA helpdesk  (local support) 

• The Alvin repository (cultural heritage – 

making historical resources digitally 

accessible is a part of the OA 

movement)  

• Kriterium (GU, UU, LU – peer-reviewed 

OA monographs)  

• UUP (Uppsala University Publications) – 

paper & usually OA – enhancing visibility 



www.alvin-portal.org 



Challenges 

• Compliance (with or without policies…) 

• Lack of resources; underfinanced and 

underprioritized area – not on top of 

researchers’ minds.  

• Different traditions of publication 

• Quality – the bibliometric fallacy 



Challenges II 

• Double dipping – UL does not know how 

much UU departments pay in APCs 

• Need for local OA funds for reimbursing 

processing fees in Gold OA publ. 

• The ongoing conflict with a greedy 

commercial sector 

• “Backfiling” – digitizing older materials  

• The bottom-up/top-down challenge. NPM 

 



Challenges III 

• To link OA to research data 



“Where’s the hub?” 

• Answer: the local university library 

• The ULs are obvious centres of OA 

knowledge, able to work with 

recommendations, technical support, 

advocacy etc. The libraries are close to 

the actual research process and in daily 

contact with scholars and scientist. 

• Responsibilities must be clarified and 

strategic resources found.  



Remember 

• The necessity of accepting diverse but 

communicating systems. 

• The need of horizontal collaboration on 

minimum standards. 

• The need to bring the problem to a 

decent level of local attention. 

• The need to build on existing systems. 



My belief: 
 

To reform systems of 

scholarly communication in a 

world of digital revolution. 




